
Good Afternoon 
 
 
UNCOP26 Climate Change Conference in November in Glasgow (Brett Amphlett) 
 
The Construction Leadership Council’s initiative is called “CO2nstruct Zero” and is described in both 
the press release and overview document enclosed. There is also encouragement for individual 
companies to become what’s known as Businesses Champions to demonstrate their efforts in the 
Race for Zero and eliminate carbon emissions from their operations. 
 
 
Police Scotland Labour Exploitation campaign (Gordon Nelson) 

 
Please find attached a toolkit, which includes everything you need to know about the campaign, the 
campaign creative/graphics and how you can help: 
 

• Communicating our campaign through your social media platforms, mailing lists, internal 
publications/e-newsletters and any other channels available. The goal is to get the message 
out to the people who will be able to affect change, so any other routes you can think of to 
share the toolkit content, eg signs to look out for, would also be welcomed. 

•       Liking/sharing/retweeting messages posted on Police Scotland’s social media accounts.  

•       Visiting our Labour Exploitation online microsite for all related information, including how to 
report any concerns (this site will launch next week with the campaign).  

•       Helping to increase vigilance across your industry, by reminding businesses to scrutinise their 
entire labour supply chain.  

•       Encouraging the reporting of all concerns to Police Scotland. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
Yvonne 
 
Yvonne Wilson  
Specifier & Client Relations Manager 
 
Latest update on SELECT and Coronavirus 
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and the attachments to satisfy yourself. We accept no responsibility in this regard. 

 

Eco-Tip: Printing emails is usually a waste. Think of the environment, please avoid printing this email unnecessarily. 

 
 


